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Best Wishes
to our beloved former Director

Most Rev. Antony Kariyil, CMI
Bishop of Mandya

EDITORIAL....

Mid-way through editing and designing a pile of articles which I was nose deep 
in and with the thoughts of the zillion things that ‘JUST HAD TO BE DONE’; 
I pulled at my hair for the very first time. This was the first of many such mo-
ments (hours)! Putting a magazine together was no cake walk. I along with 
my editorial  team members have spent sleepless nights to make this magazine 
stand out. 

So here you have “SamIKSHA”, the long awaited magazine of RSET for the year 
2015-2016.The name of the magazine, “SamIKSHA” may seem difficult, but it 
just means “DEEP INSIGHT”, a clear vision. This magazine gives an insight into 
the Rajagirians’ way of life, their creativity and activities. This magazine is a plat-
form that exhibits the literary skills and innovative ideas of teachers and students. 
“SamIKSHA” presents the hard work and dedication of students and contribu-
tions of teachers.

I would like to thank all my editorial team members for helping me pull 
this through. I express my considerable appreciation to all the authors of the 

articles in this magazine. These contributions have required a generous 
amount of time and effort. It is this willingness to share knowledge, 
concerns and special insights with fellow beings that has made this 

magazine possible.

Thank you all!! 
NEHA PAUL M.

EDITOR OF COLLEGE MAGAZINE
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The swearing in ceremony and the inauguration of student coun-
cil (2015-16) was held on July 23, 2015.Rev.Fr Antony Kariyil 
CMI, Director inaugurated the ceremony. The office bearers 
are: - Chairperson: Tomson.K.John; Vice Chairperson: Aparna 
Anna George; Secretary: Noel Jefferson ; University Union 
Councilors: Ashwathy Das, Ann Susan John ; Art Secretary: 
Joe Thomas; Sport Secretary: Chris Thomas; Magazine 
Editor: Neha Paul.M; 4th year Representative:; 3rd year 
Representative: Nidhin Thomas; 2nd Year Represen-
tative: Sanath M Chandran; Lady Representatives: 
Lakshmi V & Gloria Pauly

STUDENT COUNCIL
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Rev. Dr. Jose Cletus Plackal CMI
Manager, RSET

I am quite pleased to learn about the forthcoming issue of the 
college magazine, ‘SamIKSHA’. The title amply gives expression to 

the educational philosophy of ‘Rajagiri’, namely, an integral and 
holistic vision of life’s realities. As we know, reality is a multifaceted 

diamond and without SamIKSHA we won’t understand the fullness 
of meaning and life. No doubt this creative endeavor will bring out 

an array of artistic and scientific expressions with distinct individu-
al signatures. I do appreciate and applaud the editorial team for 

their successful completion of this tedious yet daunting task of 
putting together the myriad thoughts and dreams of our stu-

dents and faculty into a meaningful and delightful visual fest 
called ‘SamIKSHA’.

Nurturing creativity and inspiring innovation are two of the key 

elements of a successful education, and a college magazine is the 

perfect amalgamation of both. It harnesses the creative energies 

of the academic community, and distils the essence of their inspired 

imagination in the most brilliant way possible. Hence, I am delighted 

to know that RSET’s annual college magazine 2015-’16 “SamIKSHA” is 

ready for publication. 

I take this opportunity to congratulate the editorial board for 

bringing out this magazine as per schedule, which in itself is an 

achievement considering the effort and time required. May all 

our students soar high in uncharted skies and bring glory to 

the world and their profession with the wings of education!

Rev. Fr. Jose Alex CMI
Director, RSET
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It gives me great pleasure to know that ‘SamIKSHA’, RSET’s college 
magazine 2015-’16 is ready for publication. True to its name, this 

magazine gives an insight into the range and scope of the imagina-
tion and creativity of our students and faculty members. I applaud 

the editorial team for the hard work and dedication they have in-
vested in realizing this goal, and wish my dear students success in 

all future endeavors.

Dr. A. Unnikrishnan

Principal, RSET
Dr. John M. George

Dean & Vice Principal, RSET

Providing ample opportunities in engineering education is one of the 
most fundamental obligations we owe to our students because in 
RSET we are driven by the belief that every student deserves a high 
quality education.

SamIKSHA provides an intersection of great challenge and great 
opportunity for the students to review their efforts and to ana-
lyze their achievements in research and development. Technol-
ogy is evolving at a dizzying rate and our classrooms may not 
be designed to keep pace with it. There may be a lot wrong 
in the style of education but the pages of SamIKSHA tell the 
tale of all that have been a part of what is right about the 
education they get in RSET.

I congratulate the team of students and the faculty for 
their  tireless efforts that have come to fruition in the 
form of this magazine. I wish it all success and hope 
that this tradition that has been set by the current 
students will be carried through by the follow-
ing generation of students to come.
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Curtain falls on yet another eventful year, here at RSET. A time for us 

to reflect, work on our shortcomings and humble ourselves for all our 

successes. 

RSET has yet again succeeded in providing the students with a meticulously 

and carefully planned mix of academics and extra-curriculars through which all 

Rajagirians have proved yet again that, it’s not just studies that we excel in, but 

every single endeavour that we choose to do.

From Bharatham 2k14 to Abhiyanthriki, Rajagirians have stamped their 

credentials all over. But none of these accomplishments and laurels 

would have turned into realistic goals, had it not been for the constant 

encouragement of the highly skilled teaching and non teaching staff of 

this campus.

The constant encouragement and involvement from the management 

has been the strong catalyst on which we the students have built 

up our successes, whether they be in academics or lifting the 

college’s name high elsewhere. So for all those Rajagirians who 

leave this campus this year, it was worth the journey. For all 

those who are still pursuing their dreams here, charge on. 

And for all those prospective Rajagirians who wish to 

make this campus their home away from home, I say 

welcome, welcome and claim your place in the sun.

TOMSON K JOHN

CHAIRMAN STUDENT COUNCIL 2015-’16,

RSET

PRINCIPAL’S REPORT FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2015 - 2016

The year 2015-16 marks the fifteenth year of RSET’s existence. The fifteen successful and rewarding ac-

ademic years that have gone by have reaffirmed our academic excellence and distinguished standing in 

the sphere of engineering education in the state and the country. As we reflect on the academic journey 

spanning one and a half decades, we realize it is the most apposite time to rededicate ourselves to our 

mission with renewed zeal and vigor, and to chart out new directions and explore new avenues.

During the period 2015-’16, RSET has been under the able and astute leadership of Rev. Dr. Jose Cle-

tus Plackal CMI, Provincial and Manager; Rev. Fr. Jose Alex Oruthayappilly CMI, Director; Rev. Fr. John 

Therezhath CMI, Administrator; Dr. A. Unnikrishnan, Principal; and Dr. John M. George, Vice Principal 

and Dean. 

Rev. Fr. Jose Alex CMI took charge as the Director of RSET on September 1, 2015, following the elevation 

of the former Director, Rev. Dr. Antony Kariyil CMI as the Bishop of Mandya, Karnataka. 

In 2015-2016, we offered 7 undergraduate and 6 postgraduate engineering programmes. We were also 

fortunate to be granted permission to increase the intake of our B. Tech Electronics & Communication 

Engineering, and Computer Science & Engineering programmes from 120 to 180 from this academic 

year on. Our current student strength is 2589 – with 2418 students at the undergraduate level, and 171 

students at the postgraduate level. The faculty strength is 175, and the non teaching staff strength is 80. 

During this academic year, two of our faculty members, Ms. Sonia Paul (DBSH) and Mr. Manoj Tharian 

(DME) were awarded their PhD degrees. More faculty members with doctoral qualifications are slated 

to join the institution shortly. 

A significant change which occurred in 2015 has been the change of affiliation of RSET from Mahatma 

Gandhi University, Kottayam, to the newly established Kerala Technological University, Trivandrum, sub-

sequently renamed A.P. J. Abdul Kalam Technological University.  This change has been effected from 

the 2015 admissions on, and the previous batches continue under Mahatma Gandhi University.

The B.Tech pass percentage for the 2011-2015 batch is 63.24%, with 69 students having first class with 

honors, and 229 having first class. The M.Tech pass percentage is 94%, with 44 students having first class 

with honors, and 46 students having first class. 

The course completion ceremony Samavarthanam 2015 of the fourth batch of M.Tech and eleventh 

batch of B.Tech degree students was held on May 19, 2015. Dr. Kuncheria P. Isaac, Vice Chancellor, Ker-

ala Technological University was the Chief Guest on the occasion.
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STUDENT COUNCIL REPORT FOR 2015-2016

The election to the RSET Student Council 2015-‘16 was held on 20th July 2015. RSET Stu-
dent Council for the academic year 2015-2016 was sworn in on 21st July, 2015. The Council 
comprises:

The Student Council has been functioning under the guidance of Rev. Fr. Jose Alex Oru-
thayappilly CMI, Director; Dr. A. Unnikrishnan, Principal; and Dr. John M. George, Vice 
Principal and Dean, and Faculty-in-charges of the Student Council. We have also had the 
support and guidance of all the teaching and non-teaching staff of RSET, and the students 
for all our endeavours.

The first event undertaken by the student council was the intra-college arts festival 
Bharatham 2k15.The annual arts festival was held from August 3 to 5, 2015. Bharatham 
2k15 was inaugurated by the singer, Mr Job Kurian on 3rd August, 2015. The festival show-
cased various talents of the 5 different houses namely, the Aryans, the Mughals, the Ra-
jputs, the Spartans and the Vikings. The overall champions were Mughals with Vikings in 
the second position, and Aryans in the third position. Kavya Rajagopal of S4 CS Alpha was 
declared the Kalathilakam, and Job Thomas S6 ECE Alpha was declared the Kalaprathibha.

Onam celebrations were held on 22nd August, 2015. The day was a colourful one with 
many fun events organised by the student council under the guidance of the concerned 
staff in-charge.

The biennial technical festival Techkshetra 2016, was conducted on March 3rd,2016. The 
event was officially launched in the college by the Principal, Dr. A Unnikrishnan on February 
25th,2016. The techfest was also launched in Lulu Mall, under the banner of Ray of Hope, a 
social initiative of Techkshetra 2016. The event was a true visual treat for all technical and 
non-technical aspirants. The techfest was truly a captivating one especially due to the first 
autoexpo held in RSET ‘de clutch’. 

The annual athletic meet for the year 2015-2016 was held on March 19th, 2016. The over-
all trophy was lifted by Aryans, followed by Rajputs . The individual championships were 
awarded to Tom Chacko James of Vikings and Feby Ann Thankachan of Rajputs. 

Our students have created a graffiti piece under the banner of the social initiative ‘Ray of 
Hope’, on the walls of the District Jail, Ernakulam. The graffiti depicts a phoenix, the myth-
ical bird which is reborn from its own ashes. This venture is aimed at shifting the public 
perspective on prisons - from places of retributive punishment to places of personal trans-
formation. The work was a 9 day venture, carried out from 6th to 14th of April, 2016. The 
artwork was officially unveiled by the DGP of Prisons, Shri. Rishiraj Singh IPS on 18th April, 
2016.

With the programme, Dreamz 2016, RSET’s Student Council 2015-16, draws the curtains 
closed on its one year of office. We thank the management, administration, teaching and 
non-teaching staff, as well as the student community of RSET for all the support and guid-
ance we have received from them during this period. It has been a truly memorable and 
enjoyable learning experience which all of us will cherish forever. Thank you.



Robots, the suppositious concept that has been 
demonstrated a million times in movies, comes to 
life with the brilliant exertion of Honda. ASIMO or 
Advanced Step in Innovative Mobility is a state-of-
the-art humanoid robot created by Honda in the 
year  2000. Aimed to be a multi-functional porta-
ble assistant, ASIMO is intended to function in re-
al-world environments. The creation of ASIMO was 
envisioned to help people who are bed ridden or 
disabled. ASIMO beats humans in tasks which can 
be devastatingly dangerous for them for instance, 
going in hazardous areas, scrapping fires or de-
fusing a bomb. The composition of ASIMO has 
been kept purely welcoming and friendly.
T h e era of robots existence has 

been a topic of contin-
uous debates and has 
invited numerous 
advantages and dis-
advantages of the ac-
tuality of robots but, 

Honda with 
its very first 

c re -

a t i o n 
has proved that 
robots can oper-
ate efficiently. Hon-
da, with the joint 
efforts of its eccen-
tric robotic research 

and development 
team, successfully 

launched ASIMO 
after 20 years 
of consecutive 

hard work. Following this ASIMO team con-
tinues to excel and refine their wonderful cre-
ation. Below are ASIMO’s configurations:

Height: The brainy master piece stands tall with 
the height of 4 ft. 3 in. and weighs around 48 kg 
further making it a welcoming robot. The average 
height of ASIMO brands it a participant of com-
fortable conversations with the elderly and peo-
ple with less mobility. Its companionable height 
makes it a perfect size for assisting household 
tasks and people confined to bed or wheel chairs.

Skills: ASIMO was tossed with a purpose of aiding 
the needs of the elderly and disabled as well as 
manage household errands. ASIMO has human like 
features as it can make gestures, speak and inter-
act like humans which makes it a friendlier robot. 
ASIMO holds the capability to sense the movements 
of numerous objects while capturing visual informa-
tion by it’s camera eyes. Determination of direction 
and distance is also done by the two camera eyes 
of ASIMO. The former features of ASIMO 
e n a - bles human like features

ASIMO ROBOT
Movement: ASIMO is accomplished in average walk-
ing with a speed of 2.7 kilometers per hour. Talking 
about running speed, ASIMO can run with an av-
erage speed of around 9 kilometers per hour. The 
movements of ASIMO are managed by aimed Zero 
Moment Point control as well as floor reaction con-
trol that allows ASIMO to stay firm at a particular po-
sition and maintain it healthily. The body position, 
length of steps and speed are adjustable by ASIMO. 
ASIMO’s hands, legs, waist and neck have variable 
degrees of movement. The degree of freedom is de-
fined specifically of each robot and to frame further, 
ASIMO has 57 degree of freedom. The fundamental 
body parts of ASIMO like wrist, shoulder, hip joints 
and neck individually has around three degrees of 
freedom whereas, hands with one thumb and four 
fingers have two degrees of freedom.

For determination of obstacles, ASIMO has visual 
sensors. In totality, ASIMO has sensors which helps 
it in autonomous navigation. The lower portion of 
ASIMO has one infrared sensor and one laser sen-
sor. The infrared sensors help ASIMO determine the 
floor patterns to confirm the navigational path of 
strategic map while the laser sensor aids ASIMO to 
sense ground surface.

Other Specifications of ASIMO: 1. Battery: ASIMO 
runs on a Lithium ion battery which is fixed in its 
backpack and takes 3 hours to completely charge 
ASIMO. The battery weighs around 6 kg.

2.Operating Time: ASIMO can successfully run or 
walk for a good one hour.

3.Languages: ASIMO is skilled in English and Japa-
nese language.

The latest version of ASIMO was released in 2011 
which came installed with more modified sensors 
and more balancing powers than its previous incar-
nations. ASIMO’s most recent update comes with 
dexterous hands and refined touch sensors. To con-
clude, artificial intelligence has brilliantly taken birth 
in the present generation with one live example, 
ASIMO which in present time imparts lectures and 
teachings in various colleges. ASIMO has made pres-
ence in Disneyland and also at NASA which makes 

ASIMO a star of every world and in the other parallel 
worlds.

The Verdict: The level of technology used and years 
of tremendous research have made ASIMO a state-
of-the-art creation. ASIMO is very costly which 
makes it attainable only by the celebrities or by the 
government. Well, now we all wait for ASIMO’s pres-
ence in public healthcare hospitals, private hospitals 
and in households to assist elderly and their need. 
Although due to its star value, the era of an ASIMO 
in every house is years away.
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Fashion
We live in a world where people are judged by 
their external appearance. It is a world where 
what you wear determines who you are. Some-
time back, while out shopping, I happened 
to overhear a conversation. “Is this good on 
me? Does it make me look cool enough?” 
That is what inspired me to write this article.
Fashion is an ever changing trend that will 
be completely different from the year before. 
With such changes, the whole concept and 
people’s mindset regarding fashion will move 
to a whole new level. Hence it is pointless to 
compare the previous generation’s and our 
generation’s attitude towards fashion. It’s ob-
vious that such changes happen. Of course, 
taking care of one’s appearance and wanting 
to look good is very much appreciable and it 

does upgrade our confidence. However not 
all dress to please oneself. Majority of us 

use fashion as an excuse to blend in 
with the cool crowd. The following 

are some of the interesting as-
sumptions present nowadays. 

“If you aren’t wearing the 
happening clothes nor have 

the right accessories, 
you are not cool. “ 

“If you don’t have 
a good sense of 
fashion, you 
o b v i o u s l y 
must not be 
rich. Thus 

you aren’t 
part of 

t h e 

“It” crowd.” Students are judged simply by what 
they wear, all the way down to how they act.
Once such a presumption is made, there is 
really nothing that can be done to change it. 
Many struggle with finding themselves be-
cause of this. Some go through several make-
overs and personality changes just to see 
where they can fit in and who will like them. 
It’s this constant yearning for popularity that 
more than 90% students strive for. Though it 
is a nice feeling to have, many approach or go 
about it in wrong ways thereby diminishing 
their confidence, not realising that they are 
trying to be mediocre copies of someone else 
when they can be themselves and be accept-
ed for it. They wonder who they are, what 
their purpose is in life and where they be-
long. Such can ruin and scar their young lives.

“You will have a 
more interesting 
life, if you wear im-
pressive clothes “
 -Vivienne Westwood

This 
system 
where 
we classi-
fy and relate 
people to a 
social class by 
the way they look 
or dress invites 
hostility, ignorance 
and hatred. The sad 
reality is that there is noth-
ing we can do to stop people 
from thinking, judging or stere-
otyping others. As a human being, 
it’s something all of us would have 
done at least once at some point in 
our lives. We can’t change everything, 
however we can control the things we 
do and say, and that make a huge differ-
ence. Think twice before you judge some-
one, think how you would feel, if it was you in 
their place. Next time before you do such a thing, 
ask yourself this question. How would you feel to 
be in his or her shoes? Nobody is perfect; hence we 
don’t have the right to judge anyone. Moreover, we 
don’t need to change ourselves to be accepted by the 
society.
Always remember, “In a world where you can be anything, 
be yourself. “

 - Aleena Saji Joseph
S8 AEI
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This world, in which we live, is a very competitive one.  It is popularly described as a rat race, full of com-

petent people and the fittest of them survives.  Success is not a cake walk.  One has to face lots of hard-

ships and obstacles to taste success.  The most important aspect in achieving success is self confidence.  

However, people are ambitious but not confident enough to go for it.  Infact, most of them don’t know 

how to go about it or are terrified to take risks in their lives.  

Self confidence is not something which can be achieved in a day or two.  Let us understand that we are 

not born with it.  It’s the situation we face, motivation from others and self motivation that make us truly 

confident.  Hence those of us who feel that we lack confidence, have no reason to be upset.  

There are 3 kinds of people.  One, who dream big but do not have any idea how to pursue it. The second, 

who are over confident and end up ruining their opportunities.  Lastly, the ones who are confident and 

have talent.  This segment knows what they want and how to move further.  

For attaining a goal, it is important to strive for it and work on the strategies relentlessly.  It is necessary to 

make proper planning and follow up. We will come across ups and downs but should not lose focus and 

give up.  Work hard throughout and be focused until the desired result is achieved.  

Now, the question arises as to what are the plans/strategies.

At the outset, one has to be disciplined.  It is not easy as 

it sounds, but, requires lot of commitment.  However, it is 

not impossible.  Take good care of physique as it is very 

important when it comes to self confidence.  Healthy food habits 

and proper sleep are very much essential.  Since hard work is in-

volved, it is imperative that we do not lose hope or be disheartened.  

Knowing who you are and what your strengths are, is an area that requires 

your utmost focus.  However, it depends on how we perceive it.  Everybody 

has flaws, but we have to shine through them.  Don’t lose hope,

be patient, take care of oneself and work hard.  The puzzle will fall in place

- Shreyas S
S8 AEI

Self Confidence: First Step to Success    
                            

“Self confidence is the first requisite to great undertakings”
                                                                      - Samuel Johnson
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Bharatham, the two day intra college arts festival is a true amalgamation of bhaavam, raagam and thaa-

lam. The impressive array of literary and cultural competitions gives the students the perfect opportunity 

to reveal their inborn talents and discover their untapped potential. The Rajagirians are divided into five 

kingdoms- the Aryans, the Mughals, the Rajputs, the Spartans and the Vikings.

Bharatham 2016, the rise of the annual battle between the kingdoms was marked by the melodies of Job 

Kurian. The breathtaking performance lasted for about two hours. During the two days that followed, Ra-

jagiri stood witness to about 57 events, with more than 1000 performances on seven stages. The events 

were organized by the elected Arts Club Secretary Mr. Joe Thomas. 

Events in all respects of art- fine arts, theatre, music and dance adorned the fest. Apart from that, there 

was a management event between the houses- Brand wars, which was won by the Rajputs. The the-

matic dances, contemporary form of dance inspired by a theme is another major event and was won by 

Rajputs. The cultural championship trophy for the year 2016 was bagged by the Mughals. The individual 

champions, kalathilakam and kalapratibha were bagged by Kavya Rajagopal and Job Thomas respectively.

Though it is just an intra college fest, the convivial mood that the two days bring about is at par with the 

sheen of any inter college fest. Months of hard work and team spirit give way to the colours that embel-

lish the Rajagirian sky during these two days.
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Sports and Games is the integral part of Rajagirians’ total educational programme. The Physical Education 

Department at RSET is committed to provide students with a worthwhile and enjoyable learning envi-

ronment while providing the necessary knowledge and tools to adhere to a lifetime activity and better 

health.

Students will understand the importance of sound health and fitness principles as they relate to better 

health and will be able to recognize the physical and mental benefits of increased activity and to deter-

mine factors involved with development, fitness levels and training strategies. Students will be exposed 

to a variety of physical activities providing them the opportunity to empower themselves by setting and 

working towards realistic individual goals, participate in a motivating and nurturing environment result-

ing in a greater sense of well-being and self-esteem.

Annual Athletic Meet

The 11th Annual Athletic Meet on March 19th and 20th for the year 2015-2016 was a grand success. 

With each passing year the level of competition becomes more intense and stronger. The Principal Dr.A. 

Unnikrishnan arrived at 9.00 am and the meet commenced with the welcome note. It was followed by the 

customary opening prayer by our S8 students. The meet began with the opening march past. It was led by 

various Houses which included the Aryans followed by Mughals who were in turn followed by Rajputs fol-

lowed by Spartans and last the Vikings. Days of practice for the march past had brought us to perfection. 

The solemn Oath Taking Ceremony led by the Sports Secretary, Mr. Chris Thomas followed by the lighting 

of the Torch by the five athletes set the tone for the competition. Principal, Dr.A.Unnikrishnan declared 

the Meet Open. Track events started with the 400m and 200m races for men and women respectively.

The individual championships was bagged by Mr.Tom Chacko James of Vikings and Ms. Feby Ann Thank-

achan of Rajputs.The Overall Champions and Runners Up are ARYANS & RAJPUTS.The prize distributions 

were held by Vice Principal Dr.John M George and Rev. Fr.Mejo Paul CMI.The Meet finally closed with the 

singing of the National Anthem.

Rajagiri Corporate Cup C 

Department of Physical Education organized the RCC-Rajagiri Corporate Cup cricket tournament from 27th 

January to 10 February 2016.20 corporate teams participated for the tournament.Rev.Dr Jaison Paul CMI 

inaugurated the tournament.Aabasoft Technologies were the winners and EXL Services secured the second 

prize.

Chavara Cup Inter Rajagiri Basketball Tournament

In loving memory of St.Kuriakose Elias Chavara, every year RSET Physical Education Department organized 

an Inter-Rajagiri basketball tournament, the CHAVARA EVEROLLING TROPHY in the month of October. The 

teams are RSET, RCASM, RCSS & SIENNA BHAVAN. This year the tournament was inaugurated by Dr.A .Un-

nikrishnan (Principal, RSET) on 13th October 2015 .RCSS were the Winners and RCASM secured the Run-

ners Up . Rev.Dr.Jose Alex CMI-Director of RSET distributed the Prizes.

Students Represented M.G University

Ms. Teenu Thomas of S5 CSE represented M.G University Chess team for the south zone inter university 

Chess Championship held at Amritha University, Coimbatore from 6th October to 10th October 2015.

- Rejeesh T.Chacko

Asst.Professor,RSET
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What is Climate Engineering?
Remember the global warming sessions that we 

used to get in our primary classes, well that is not 

just a chapter or a topic of debate anymore. In an 

effort to restrict global warming and its hazardous 

effects, technology has merged innovation and sci-

ence, and successfully developed the luminous con-

cept of Climate Engineering. In the recent years, 

Global warming has been a grave topic of discussion 

among policy makers, environmentalists and scien-

tists until the concept of Climate Engineering was 

introduced.

Climate Engineering, commonly referred to as geo 

engineering is a thoughtful attempt of intervention 

in the Earth’s climatic scheme. Furthermore, Climate 

Engineering is categorized into two more technolo-

gies namely Solar Radiation Management and Car-

bon Dioxide Removal. Geo engineering along with 

a conjectural array 

of technologies is launched with a vision to manip-

ulate the inferior global climate and prevent the ad-

verse effects of climate change in the future. The in-

troduction of Climate Engineering stands third in the 

line of potential options to limit global warming i.e. 

after Mitigation and Adaptation. However, it is un-

sure whether Climate Engineering will complement 

or destabilize mitigation.

Climate engineering so far:
Till date, no large scale climatic engineering projects 

have been executed and the proposed scheme has 

remained inside the laboratories and restricted to 

computer modelling. Concerns and controversies 

were removed whenever any attempt was made to 

move the mighty concept to real world experimen-

tation. Climate Engineering is not a replacement 

for emission control but is an accompanying strat-

egy and has been reported to have both potentially 

weaker and stronger schemes. Climate Engineering 

and interlinked hypothetical proposed technolo-

gies have kept scientists winded in the fear of 

sudden climate change.

Proposed No-exhaustive strategies of 

Climate Engineering: 

The proposed technol-

ogies might target dif-

ferent climate systems 

and is inclusive of varying 

costs, mechanics and feasibil-

ities. The impacts can be both diverse 

as well as societal which may again vary 

on different scales.

Solar Radiation Management: SRM is a 

projected concept of reducing the rate 

of absorbed sunlight or diverting the 

sunlight away from the earth which can 

be done by raising the reflectivity of the 

atmosphere.

Climate Engineering
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SRM is aimed to reduce the quantity of heat trapped 

which is a contribution of the green house gases. 

With the assistance of SRM, a layer of responsible 

reflective particles will be deployed in the earth’s at-

mosphere.

Bottom Line: Solar Radiation Management is not de-

ployed to decrease the greenhouse gas concentra-

tions and hence cannot be looked upon to address 

problems which are fostered by CO2 like ocean acid-

ification.

Carbon Dioxide Removal: CDR is a conventional con-

cept of eliminating the greenhouse gases from the 

earth’s surface or atmosphere. Methods can include 

absorbing or storing carbon from the atmosphere, 

by adopting certain technological methods or for-

mulating natural structures to do so, e.g. oceans. 

Techniques like tree planting, ocean sustenance, 

carbon air capture, confiscating carbon and also cre-

ation of biochair are in the process of deployment.

Bottom Line: Carbon confiscating or anything relat-

ed to absorption and storage of carbon cannot be 

considered as a direct method of geoengineering or 

climate engineering.

Risks and Challenges accompanying 
Climate Engineering:

Climate Engineering has been a topic 

of debate for its both positive and 

negative possibilities. A bunch of 

questions arise as climate en-

gineering has been confined 

to only laboratory and desk 

studies, and few small degree 

field research based on SRM 

and CDR techniques. The vari-

ous risks and challenges accom-

panying climate engineering are:

 1. Cost: Since the mighty at-

mosphere comes into picture, cost is one of 

the primary concerns as doubts on feasibility of 

deployment and development of both CDR and SRM 

technologies arises. The estimated cost required for 

climate engineering is yet to be published. However, 

a rough figure of hundreds of millions of dollars is 

said to be the average cost per year for climate engi-

neering.

 2. Inadequate answer to CO2 Emis-

sions: Ocean acidification which is caused by CO2 

still doesn’t have a complete solution as climate en-

gineering is only capable of resolving  global warm-

ing and removing greenhouse gases.

 3. External Factors: The physical im-

pacts of climate engineering are both intentional 

and unintentional, depending upon several factors 

like water availability, security, food production, en-

ergy and biodiversity in a particular state or country. 

Due to incompetency in some states to deploy, re-

search and fund the climate engineering project can 

cause hindrances in application of the project as a 

whole.

 4. Defense Purposes: Depending upon 

the economic structure of several states and their 

capability to fund the projects, military can seek 

to weaponise the climate engineering techniques. 

If climate engineering is perfected to a good mea-

sure then it can be misused to bring famines and 

droughts to the country at war.

 5. Nature at risk: As much as climate 

engineering holds the social and political interests 

to mold the global warming and its simultaneous 

effects, a significant change in the ratio of indirect 

and direct solar radiation can occur. Stratospheric 

aerosol injection projects could possibly alter the 

appearance of the sky. Aerosols could possibly mod-

ify the formation of clouds and form cirrus clouds. 

Changes in advent of sunsets and hazing of blue 

skies can also happen.

The Verdict

The complexity and uncertainties revolving around 

the concept of climate engineering are numerous 

and there are several other factors which could hin-

der the full scale implementation of the project. 

Also, limited knowledge on climate control, techno-

logical immaturity and inadequate costs also reduce 

the rate of implementation of climate engineering 

over a large scale. Critical global discussions, major 

environmental and cultural issues needs to cross all 

level of governance in order to determine or address 

the issues of climate engineering. To conclude, the 

proposal of climate engineering is a brilliant concept 

leaving aside its repercussions and after effects. In 

the years to come, climate engineering can be im-

plemented with advancement in technology and 

science.

Reference: www.engineersgarage.com
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JESUS YOUTH

Jesus Youth Rajagiri enriched with the Charismatic Spirituality has been spreading their joy as 

true missionaries. All through-out the year the virtues received with Jesus as the Centre were 

shared with many youth and teens across Kerala, the work and activities spreading across 

various colleges and campuses.        

                                                                                                                                                       

                     The All Kerala Jesus Youth Campus Conference was conducted at Sacred Hearts’ 

College, Thevara. Jesus Youth Rajagiri conducted a technical exhibition of many innovations 

like LED cube, Holograms etc. The team work combined with the guidance of the Holy Spirit 

benefited the setup of the exhibition and had a positive impact on the participants.                 

          

                             A social outreach was conducted by Jesus Youth Rajagiri in association with 

NSS to an old age home-Karunalayam.  The Penny-A-Day campaign was held in the college.    

The money collected with the help of the students was handed over to the old age home af-

ter heartily spending a day with the inmates of Karunalayam. The day was filled with songs, 

dances and conversation with everyone abiding there including the nuns, a day still in the 

memories of the Jesus Youth and NSS members.

  The annual Jesus Youth camp of Rajagiri valley Hangout 2016, was conducted from 5th Feb-

ruary to 7th February 2016. The camp included many interactive and informative sessions 

by Mr.Stephen Devassy and Mr.Vipin Rodlandt. His Eminence Mar Sebastian Adayanthrath 

celebrated Holy Mass and interacted with the participants on the third day. Vox Christi Band 

performed a live show during the camp. The music and audio visual performance for the 

camp was done by the students of Rajagiri valley. The program was made a success by almost 

560 participants from Rajagiri B.Tech, M.Tech, BBA, BCOM and MBA. The participants were 

enriched with lots of experiences and memories during the course of `Hangout.  Hangout 

2016 was also a platform for interaction amongst the students of various campuses in Rajagiri 

valley.
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NATIONAL SERVICE SCHEME
REPORT 2015-2016

SCHOOL KIT DISTRIBUTION (28th May 2015)

In association with RSET Rajagiri Outreach, our NSS unit organized a school kit distribution 

for the sponsored students of our adopted village (Nilampatanjimugal).Rev.Fr.Ajeesh CMI in-

augurated the programme, Dr.John M Paul,Prof .Biju Paul,Mr.Rejeesh T.Chacko,Ms Liji (out-

reach) & our NSS volunteers were present for the function. We distributed 25 School Kits 

(Bag, Books, Pen, Pencil & Umbrella) for the students.

CHILDLINE BIENNALE (8th July to 10th July 2015)

As a part of the Mandatory Social Service Programme, our S3 students act as the volunteers 

for the “ Child Line Biennale”(awareness on child rights) organized in association with Child 

line Kochi & NSS unit of RSET from 8th to 10th July 2015.The Programme was inaugurated 

by the Director of RSET, Rev.Dr. Antony Kariyil CMI on 8th July 2015, followed by the Orienta-

tion. The Programme was held in 256 schools in Ernakulam educational district on Thursday 

& Friday. Nearly 620 students participated in the biennale and 10 lakh ChildLine name slips 

displaying the contact number 1098, were distributed to around 1.84 lakh students. Video 

documentaries on child abuse were also screened. The biennale also hosted painting and 

slogan writing competitions for the students aged between 10 and 18. 

GANDHI JAYANTHI (2nd October 2015)

Gandhi Jayanthi was observed by NSS unit of our college along with s1 students by conduct-

ing a Vikjan Yatra ( Fr.Pittapalli ) in addition to that a campus cleaning programme was also 

organized.

END-OF-SULPHAN CAMPAIGN (12th October 2015) 

In association with Malayala Manorama ,RSET alumni and NSS unit jointly organized an End-

of-Sulphan Campaign in Kasaragod District. The formal inauguration of the campaign was 

held at RSET on 12th October 2015 at 4.00pm, by our Director Rev.Dr.Jose Alex CMI, followed 

by an awareness talk by Mr. Santhosh John Tooval (Reporter-Malayala Manorama),Dr. A. Un-

nikrishnan (Principal RSET),Dr.John M. George (Vice Principal RSET),Sri  Rijin John (RSET Alum-

ni) & Sri.Vivek (SET-Alumni) witnessed the function. Our NSS students formed a task force for 

this programme.

ANNUAL SPECIAL CAMP 2015-2016 (12th January-18th January 2016)

RSET NSS (unit No.232) conducted the annual seven day special camping programme 2015 

-2016 from 12th January to 18th January 2016 at Rajagiri Valley, Kakkanad. As a part of this 

camp, the NSS unit in association with an ECEE Technical data uploading project under KSEB 

organized Swacha Barath Abhiyan, awareness programme, sessions, debates, nature study 

trip, leadership training classes etc.

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY (8th March 2016)

The RSET units of Complaints Committee Against Sexual Harassment (CCASH), National So-

cial Service (NSS) and the IEEE Women in Engineering(WIE) conducted collage competition 

for students and in addition to that a talk on Women and Law by Adv. Parvathi Menon, High 

Court of Kerala and Celebrate Womanhood by Ms. Sita Mary Thomas, Manager HR, Ruby 

Seven Studios, were also organized. It was followed by a Dance Drama on  Independence by 

the RSET NSS volunteers. 
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If you google the difference between a dream 
and an ambition, the results that are thrown 
up are a load of psychobabble. They say am-
bitions are made of achievable goals and ac-
tion plans, while dreams are just wings flap-
ping without the air beneath them. And you 
should believe them because it’s true. But for 
some cases, the basic difference between the 
two is this: that while ambitions change form 
from time to time, dreams do not. A kid who 
said he wants to be a teacher yesterday, a fire-
fighter today and a soldier tomorrow has just 
one dream – to make a difference in some-
one’s life. Just like that teacher did yesterday 
when she gave him a gold star on a test. Or 
that firefighter today who saved a kid from 
that flaming building opposite his house. Or 
the soldiers he will learn about tomorrow in 
History who laid down their lives for their 
country. 

For some other kids though, their dream is to 
earn respect. There they are, his parents and 
him in front of the TV announcing the evening 
news when the District Collector comes on 
camera and his parents make sounds of ap-
preciation. Or when his older cousin has just 
come home with an engineering degree and 
the kid overhears the family gossip and de-
tects the tones of admiration and pride in their 
voices.  When dreams are planted in good soil 
and are regularly watered in the presence of 
enough sunlight, success is the fruit borne on 
trees of ambition.

What happens when dreams remain just that? 
A seed in forgotten soil, that people stomped 
over; the possibility of life squished out of it? 
The seed itself doesn’t cease to exist. There’s 
bitterness and unhappiness still protecting 
that dead seed giving rise to the feeling that 

you’re someplace you don’t belong. Jodi Pi-
coult writes about another possible outcome 
in her book Vanishing Acts: “Sometimes par-
ents don’t find what they’re looking for in their 
child, so they plant seeds for what they’d like 
to grow there instead. I’ve witnessed this with 
the former hockey player who takes his son 
out to skate before he can even walk. Or in the 
mother who gave up her ballet dreams when 
she married, but now scrapes her daughter’s 
hair into a bun and watched from the wings 
of the stage. We are not, as you’d expect, or-
chestrating their lives; we are not even trying 
for a second chance. We are hoping that if this 
one thing takes root, it might take up enough 
light and space to keep something else from 
developing in our children: the disappoint-
ment we’ve already lived.” 

It is an incontrovertible fact that we all iden-
tified with that scene in the Bollywood mov-
ie  ‘3 Idiots’ when Boman Irani’s character 
articulates the inbuilt rule in the stereotyped 
Indian parent’s head – “If you have a son, he 
will make a good engineer, and if you have a 
daughter, she’s bound to be a doctor”. Some 
variant or the other of the above scene is the 
reason why most of us today are fated to re-
ceive an engineering degree. For some others, 
an undecided mind might have suggested the 
route taken by the other sheep of the flock 
and landed themselves here.  Then there is 
that fraction of the student community that 
says their presence here is a sum of their 
choices and ambitions and theirs alone. But 
like Pandora’s chest that hid hope underneath 
all the misery, there is a paper plane in all of 
us fighting against the foul winds to fly.

At this stage, that’s what we all are – paper planes. Folded and twisted out of mere paper with wings 

barely supported on air, perched on the window sill, poised to take first flight. Planes made out of dreams 

and ambition and expectations of a future we think we deserve, waiting for the first push to take us 

into the air. We might crash and burn, our wings might catch fire and be reduced to ash, but that’s our 

strength – we know how to start all over again. We know how to craft another plane, introduce modifi-

cations to the previous design, and then we will fly. Or we’ll fall, fall, fall and then fly. In the words of the 

poet Langston Hughes - 

“Hold fast to dreams 
For if dreams die 
Life is a broken-winged bird 
That cannot fly.”

- Magazine committee



The leaf that withers and falls,
The sun that sets as the day falls,

The rainbow that fades into nothing,
Leaving  reminiscences  of everything.

Yet another year bids adieu,
Time ticks by as life looks anew,

The yester year gliding away,
The new year gently making its way.

Each new day and  each new year,
Like the cry of a newborn babe I hear,

Like the sun that brightens every morn,
And  the new blooms that adorn.

 
Brimming with hopes and aspirations,
Bringing us close to our destinations,

A chance for a new beginning,
Or maybe to finish what is left undone.

- Irene Dias
EC

New Year
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RSET IEEE STUDENT BRANCH ACTIVITIES 
2015-2016

The Rajagiri IEEE student branch conducted various events during the year 

2015-2016.The first event was Mozilla web party on February 14th, the Fire-

fox OS app day. 4 speakers from the Mozilla community shared their knowl-

edge on web literacy followed by an App making session. This was followed by 

an orientation and volunteer training session for juniors. The next event was a 

workshop on Renesas RL78 microcontroller taken by Mr Shijith Mohan of Neo-

na embedded labs. This workshop gave us an insight into one of the most ad-

vanced microcontrollers in the world. The follow up to this event was a proj-

ect presentation competition on April 26. Delegates from Renesas India came 

for judging the competition and it involved participants from outside colleges.

Then came the biggest moment of all, the ALL INDIA STUDENTS AND YOUNG PRO-

FESSIONALS STUDENT CONGRESS which was hosted in Rajagiri from August 7th 

to August 9th.It was an IEEE INDIA COUNCIL event, with the host section Kera-

la section and host college RSET. The event saw 300 participants from the entire 

country and had some of the best speakers in the country. The event focussed 

on technical and entrepreneurship aspects with a blend of cultural night pro-

grammes. The Rajagiri volunteers rose to the occasion and made the event a grand 

success. The year was concluded with another orientation session for the juniors. 
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Techkshetra’16 is a biennial fest hosted by the Rajagiri school of engineering and technology that brings 

together students from various engineering and management colleges to embark on their journey as profes-

sionals.

 The fest was officially launched on 29th February 2016 at 5:30 pm. The launch of Techkshetra’16 mirrored 

the social commitment of young engineers by donating academic aids to a group of 29 students under the 

banner of the charity event ‘Ray of Hope’. The renowned actress, video jockey, dancer and motivational 

speaker Ms. Pearly Maaney captured the crowd with her concise message. Ms Pearley after distributing 

the study kits took the time to interact with the students and congratulated the organizers for their social 

concern. The program was enriched by a band performance and was followed by a gaming session for the 

students at the Lulu gaming Centre. This colorful event came to an end by around 8:30 pm.

Techkshetra’16 which was held on 3rd March 2016 was a true visual treat for all the technical and non-tech-

nical aspirants. Around 1500 students from various colleges like Vishwajyothi, CET, NIT Calicut, Saintgits etc. 

came to be a part of this enthralling fest. Not only did it provide an opportunity for the students to quench 

their thirst for knowledge but this fest also provided a platform for the budding engineers to express their 

creative and innovative ideas. Techkshetra’16 involved a variety of technical events like Robosoccer, Code 

master, Arduino challenge, Electro war, App Dev, Terrain Master, Mech Arena and Best Civil Engineer that 

targeted the geeks from various colleges.

The fest was made more exciting by including non-technical events like Amazing Race, 221 Baker Street, 

Need for Speed(NFS), Call of Duty(COD), FIFA, Slip Soccer, Grand Corporate Theft and Sales Guru. The fest 

also featured two online events: Online Photography competition and Deadlock. The winners were provided 

with gift coupons and other attractive prizes. The fest was truly captivating for the knowledge seekers.

One of the main attractions of Techkshetra’16 was Rajagiri’s first autoshow organized by the students of the 

Mechanical Engineering Department that added colours to the fest. This event exhibited a wide array of ex-

otic and vintage cars with inspiring designs that fascinated the audience. The fest was given a true festive feel 

by various fun games and food stalls. 

The organizers of Techkshetra’16 were thrilled by the massive response that came in as a result of their ded-

ication and hard work. This memorable and fun filled fest came to an end around 5:00 pm in the evening.
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Home of Faith. Does the name ring a bell? 
Yes, you guessed right, it’s the obscure lit-
tle orphanage you over look every time you 
pass by the gate of our college campus. An 
upsetting majority of us will navigate these 
four arduous years without sparing so much 
as a second glance for this forgotten place. 
Until last year, I was part of the herd too. 
But thanks to my roommate, I had the good 
fortune of meeting 20 beautiful children.

On the eve of October 16th last year, as we 
neared the orphanage, 20 pairs of inquisitive 
bright eyes registered our arrival. The small-
est of them all took many steps towards us, 
tugged at my finger and said, “Chechi, you 
are from Rajagiri, right?” I nodded before 
I could say more, the rest giggled and cho-
rused, “We all know your uniform!” . Well so 
much for being called college students. In the 
next two hours I realized that in no way were 
these children any less talented or intelligent 
than we were. In fact their words were kind 
and sincere owing to their untainted inno-
cence and above all, they didn’t hold God re-
sponsible for their circumstances. We talked 
about their hopes and dreams, sang songs 
completely out of tune and danced with-
out a care in the world. For a few fleeting 
moments, all was well in the world. When 
it was time to say goodbye, they promised 
to remember us in their prayers and their 
thoughts. As we were leaving, one of the girls 
asked, “Everyone says they will return, but 
no one ever does. Will you??” Swallowing 
the lump in my throat, I managed to mouth a 
yes. And with that, their faces lit up instantly.

On my way back home, I had my music to 
keep me company, but my mind was caught 
up elsewhere. How can we be so self cen-
tered all the time? Tangled in the snares of 
responsibilities and deadlines, will it kill us to 
spare a few moments to reconnect with the 
things that matter? You say you don’t have 
the time, but the truth is, it’s not a priori-
ty. Being selfish comes easily to us, but how 
many of us can dedicate a day’s worth of our 
time for making someone else’s day? 

Human Touch
The world is on self destructive mode as it is 
and the only way we can turn things around 
is by lending an ear to the woes of fellow 
human beings. Make it a point to devote 
at least one day in a month to bring smile 
to a stranger’s face. Visit old age homes, 
orphanages and shelters once in a while. 
No matter where you go, you will always 
find places where love is a treasured rarity.

Switch off your phone for a day, step out and 
associate with real people, people who can 
give you reason to thank god everyday and give 
you a better perspective on life. After all, your 
time is the most precious gift you can give any-
one because time once spent is gone forever.

- Supriya Sunil 
S8 CS B
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Two departments viz. Department of Mechanical Engineering and Department of Electrical & 
Electronic Engineering, several laboratories and workshops, have already started functioning in 
the new building. Department of Civil Engineering will be shifting to the building shortly.
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Music is in my blood...
Music is not just a couple of words arranged to make pleasant combinations of sounds 
– it’s a different language…a language that’s there inside every person…It’s a language 
that gets both, the singer and listener so involved that they forget their surroundings.
When we listen to music, we’re in a world of our own….created by music. Music has 
no boundaries…It can be sung by an American, Indian, African, Pakistani – anyone 
who enjoys and appreciates music. It can be of any genre – rock, pop, metal, and mel-
ody….or any language – English, Hindi, Punjabi, Spanish... When it comes to music…
the horizons are as vast as the universe! Music has the power to connect the world….
to connect people from across the different continents, countries, states, cities, dis-
tricts who speak different languages, have different cultures, follow different religions. 
Music can break all enmity, join any broken bond…and heal the world..
Music can play an imperative role in our life - a person cannot always be judged by his 
mannerisms or speaking skills, but his choice of songs can speak a lot about him. Each 
person will have their own collection of favorite songs. But the song most dear to 
them can keep changing with changes in their life..
Life never fails to surprise us…and so does music. I am sure there’s a song for each 
one of you out there…
Like I said, the right song can do a lot to you…
It can make you cry like you’ve never cried before... :’(
It can make you the happiest person on earth... :D
It can make you fall in love… <3
It can clear your mind… -.-
It can depress you and console you at the same time…: |
And also forget and forgive… :)
There is no end to what music can make you feel…
Trust me..
Cuz I’ve felt it…
And you will too…

- Nizwa Anwar
S6 CS B
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This happened when I was chatting with a friend of mine.  He was going on about the moods of certain peo-

ple and used a word, ‘sunshiny’ to describe them. Automatically, I assumed that he was talking about those 

extremely cheerful people, who let slide unfortunate occurrences that happen 

to them like water off a duck. I concurred and said yes, t h e r e 

are people like them. Then it suddenly hit me. I have 

never heard of the word sunshiny used out loud 

in my whole life. Yet, how was I able to under-

stand what he meant just from the sentence 

“some people are just sunshiny”? I rushed 

to Google for rescue. Fortunately, yes, 

the word sunshiny has been around for 

a long time and yes, it did mean what 

I thought it meant. And as to the fact 

that I was able to guess its meaning?? 

The reason is pretty simple.

According to lexicographer Erin McK-

ean, human beings have this inbuilt nat-

ural ability to put together the meaning of 

a word simply by understanding the context 

in which it is applied. For example, if we are 

given a word ‘morbid’ and asked to say its mean-

ing, we would be at a blind if we haven’t already 

heard of its meaning beforehand. Now, assume that we are 

asked to infer its meaning from   the following sentence:  ‘With a morbid fas-

cination, people flocked to Kirkwall from outer areas to catch a glimpse of the devastation.’ If you guessed 

that the word morbid is associated with something unhealthy, you are in the right. Simply by understanding 

the context in which a particular word is used, we are able to glean its meaning! Alright!

Another ability of our brain is to identify the plurals of the word used. Consider the sentence: 

This is a wug.

Now, take a look at this one: 

“look! There is another wug. 

Now there are two of them. 

There are two _____. ”

If you replies ‘wugs’, then you are absolutely correct. But how did you know what the correct usage was? 

Well, that’s the amazing power of the brain.

The Joy of WORDIFICATION
This made me think. We humans have been adding 

words to the language to describe our needs better. 

It’s a way of adapting and moulding the words that 

already exist to better describe our needs.

Did you know the word ‘wordify’ means writing text 

into the word document? And the word electro-

cute is a blend of electricity and execute?  These are 

words that were born out of necessity only a few 

years into the twentieth century. If we were to ask 

a 60s kid to pose for a ‘selfie’, he would most prob-

ably stare at you with confusion.  Even though cam-

eras have been in existence since 1800s, the word 

selfie was coined recently to give definition to the 

current habit of self-portrait.  Another word that has 

been coined into existence is ‘duck face’.  Just like 

the word sunshiny, these words now have a place in 

the current vocabulary of millions and are most like-

ly to evolve into something new in the next couple 

of decades. 

So why do we do this? Are there not enough 

words in this world to describe what we feel? 

The answer is, there might be, but it neces-

sarily needn’t be in our own language. So 

what do we do?

 According to Erin McKean, we tend to ‘bor-

row’ words from other languages if the ones 

in ours do not get the point across. The word 

‘skulduggery’ was derived from the Scottish 

word “sculduddery”, meaning trickery. Interest-

ingly, it is not an often used word.   It’s just that 

saying Skulduggery really packs a punch and gets 

the point across. If someone says they have a duen-

de personality, then it means that they have great 

charisma. And this word, believe it or not, was 

derived from the Spanish dialectal word for 

(charm) and the Spanish word for ghost. And it 

is easier to say   saudade (initially originated from 

Portuguese) than give a full drawn out explanation  

to describe ‘ a feeling of longing, melancholy, or nos-

talgia’. See what happened here?  We borrowed the 

words that already existed, to build up an entirely 

new word with the same flavour and made it a part 

of our dictionary. 

Thus goes the way of wordification. And what is 

meant by wordification? You would have probably 

understood its meaning by now, and yet the word 

has never been defined anywhere in this article. 

That’s just the natural part of your brain, making 

meaning where there is none!

 Most of us are discouraged from coming up with 

new words because there is always a word for ev-

erything. But this necessarily isn’t true.  New words 

are just like new inventions that help the world in 

a thousand different ways. If new words don’t be-

come a part of existing vocabulary, we would always 

be stuck with using the same old boring words. And 

what fun would there be in it?

So get your thinking cap on and start 

tweaking around. Let the wordification 

begin!

- Sonu Shaji

S8 CS B
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 There he lay, in a pool of blood, his dreams 

shattered…… No hope he had of coming back to 

life, seeing his loved ones. All around him he had 

scattered body parts, corpses piled in a corner of 

the yard…..What had been the most fearsome bat-

tlefield moments ago had now turned into a silent 

cemetery. No trace of life was left. Ben thought of 

the day he was recruited to the army. So much ex-

pectation he had of serving his nation, making his 

parents proud about their brave son…Ben took a 

deep breath. Breathing had become such a tedious 

task. He could feel immense pain in his right leg. 

Immersed in agony he closed his eyes tight as if try-

ing to dissolve into himself. Without expecting to 

wake up, he slipped into unconsciousness….

 Ben was astonished to find himself in the 

hospital bed when he woke up. He asked the nurse: 

“How did I reach here?” To this the nurse replied 

that he was saved by the rescue team and brought 

to hospital. Ben looked at his right leg, it was al-

ready bandaged. He tried to get off the bed, but 

the nurse didn’t allow. He glanced around and saw 

a boy lying beside. He looked younger than Ben. 

The boy was glancing out of a window. Ben was not 

at all happy to stay in his bed all day. He envied the 

boy for having the side window. He tried to get a 

glass from the nearby stand, but it fell down. On 

hearing the sound the boy turned towards him and 

spoke: “Hai… I’m Tom. What’s your name?” Ben 

reluctantly said his name. He was in no mood to 

talk. But Tom kept on talking about the war and 

how he reached there, which was a topic Ben hat-

ed. After sometime noticing Ben’s disinterest in the 

conversation Tom asked: “Does something bother 

you? Can I help?” Ben nodded his head and said: 

“I wish I too had a window on my bedside so that I 

could’ve at least gazed out”. Tom said: “Oh…is that 

the case? Don’t worry. I’ll narrate the scenes out-

side to you.” Telling this Tom began to narrate the 

visuals outside. Thus began their friendship.

 Tom narrated everything outside with such 

clarity that Ben felt like watching a movie. He ex-

plained everything, the birds perching on trees 

both large and small….flowers which covered the 

hilltops…crystal clear water which flowed through 

the small stream with a gurgling sound and so on. 

Everyday he began explaining the magnificence 

of the morning sun and talking about the climate 

which later moved onto other scenes outside. Each 

day he had something new to tell Ben. It made him 

so much happy.

 One fine morning, the doctor came to ex-

amine Ben. He checked Ben’s leg and told him that 

his bandage could be taken off.

Ben became so happy. He was excited about view-

ing the scenes outside through the window him-

self. Tom had gone to the washroom at that time. 

Once his bandage was removed, Ben got down and 

slowly walked to the window. Once he reached, he 

looked out to see the mesmerizing scenery. But all 

he could see was a large wall made of red bricks. 

He asked the nurse: “When was this wall built? 

How can we ever see the scenes outside again?” 

The nurse replied: “The wall has been there all 

these years, there was never any scenery”. But Ben 

argued: “How can it be so? Tom used to narrate me 

the scenes outside everyday”. Hearing this nurse 

said: “Whatever I told you is true…This wall has 

been here all along. And one more thing…Even if 

it was not there, Tom couldn’t have seen any scen-

ery….Because he lost his eyes in the war, he’s blind.” 

The words hit Ben like a storm. He couldn’t speak. 

Tom who had narrated to him so much all these 

days was blind… He felt blank and slowly walked to 

his bed. He sat there until Tom came back.

 Once Tom sat on his bed Ben began to 

speak: “Whatever has happened in my life was 

unexpected… Nothing ever happened according 

to my plans. The Lord above controls everything, 

every time…Me joining the army, getting posted in 

the border, asked to go for war despite my ranks, 

getting injured by the bomb blast with the least 

hope to survive…. God saved me and brought me 

here, took care of me every moment, he kept me 

happy by giving you, my unexpected friend, who 

tried to make me smile even when you were crying 

inside…”. Telling this he walked to Tom’s bed, put 

his arms around and hugged him tight. Tears rolled 

down their cheeks….

 It is not what we have which matters, but it 

is the attitude towards what we have. We should 

be able to make others happy even when we are 

sad. Live every moment and let others smile. We 

don’t know what is going to happen next……. Be-

cause, life is unexpected…….          

- Anjana Jose
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